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Section 1 - The Dynamic View Workflow 

What is a Dynamic View? 

In simple terms, a dynamic view is a reference attachment of a model, orientated by 
a saved view, into a destination model. This begins with creation of the master 
model, which can be either 2D or 3D, but for this purpose will be a 3D model from 
OpenPlant Modeler. 

A saved view of the original source model is then generated, using a callout tool, and 
a reference attachment created. During this process a Drawing model can be 
generated, with a saved view referenced to it, and the drawing model is then 
referenced to its destination. In a typical workflow, a Sheet model is used as the 
destination. 

The 3D workflow in the following flowchart: 

 

 

The saved view includes a clip volume that is driven by an associated callout. These 
callouts are known as Detailing Symbols and include: 

• Detail 

• Elevation 

• Plan Callout 

• Section Callout 
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Models 

So, what is a model? To put it simply, models are containers for elements. A model is 
stored as a discrete object within a design (DGN) file. Each DGN file, therefore, 
contains one or more models. It may be helpful to think of a DGN file as a box that 
can contain different objects, where each object is a model, any of which you can 
view individually. 

Another analogy of multiple models per design file is very much like a spreadsheet. 
If you have ever used Excel, you’ll know that along the bottom of the Excel window 
there are tabs for the Worksheets: Sheet1, Sheet2, Sheet3, etc. Each spreadsheet 
must contain at least one worksheet, where each worksheet can contain data. You 
can add additional worksheets, rename them, and remove worksheets. These same 
principles apply to the MicroStation design file and the model(s) it contains. 

Yet another analogy for describing multiple models is to think of DGN file as file 
cabinet where each drawer would represent an individual model. MicroStation 
contains 3 types of models: Design, Drawing, Sheet. A single DGN file may contain 
any combination of models. 

The model whose views are displayed at a given time is known as the active model. 
Every model can be either be 2D or 3D, has its own working units, set of eight View 
windows, View Attributes, etc. However, levels are specific to the file, not model-
specific, and are shared throughout the entire DGN file. 

Detailing Symbol Styles 

Detailing Symbols are a set of tools used for the placement of different types of 
callouts such as Place Plan Callout and Place Section Callout. 

Detailing symbols contain fields and links that update automatically and make the 
models more interactive and intuitive allowing you to easily navigate through the 
“drawing chain”. 
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Detailing symbol styles stored in a configured MicroStation Design Library 
(DGNLib) allow an administrator to define standards for detailing symbols via 
symbology settings and placeholder fields. The benefit to using styles delivered 
through a DGNLib is that when you change a setting in the parent style (the 
DGNLib), the change can be propagated to all detailing symbols using that style 
through the Key-in DGNLIB UPDATE DETAILINGSYMBOLSTYLES. 

Unlike text and dimension styles, there is a one-to-one relationship between the 
classes of settings (properties) comprising a detailing symbol style and the detailing 
symbol tool to which use the properties. For example, the Section Callout properties 
defined in a style apply only to the placement of a Section Callout, with that style 
used only by the Section Callout tool. 

The other property classes, besides Section Callout are Drawing Boundary, Title 
Text, Interior Elevation Callout, Detail Callout, Elevation Callout and Plan Callout. 

The Detailing Callout tools are also utilized within Dynamic Views workflows and 
may be used for drawing navigation. 

 
The Detailing Symbol tools are in the Detailing Ribbon Group of the Annotate 
Ribbon Tab. A Default style is delivered in DrawingSeed.dgnlib. While Detailing 
Symbol Styles can be created in the local design file, it is always best practice to 
create them in a configured DGNLib. 

As with dimension styles and text styles, you can start with an existing detailing 
symbol style, making a copy, and modify the copied style. If you create a style from 
scratch, the newly created style is just a copy of that original "default" detailing 
symbol style. If a Detailing Symbol Style in the DGNLib is modified, the icon next to 
the style name in the Detailing Symbol Styles dialog will change. This indicated that 
the definition of the style in the local file does not match that of the library definition 
of the same style. You can click the Update from Library icon to update the "local" 
style from the original style in the DGNLib. 

In addition to symbology settings, you can also control the cells used as bubbles in 
the callouts. For example, you can set the Title cell and Main Terminator cell to be 
used in drawing boundaries. These cells contain placeholder fields that are 
evaluated when the appropriate link is added to the detailing symbol. 
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The list of available cells is populated from the annotation models, (by default) in 
DrawingSeed.dgnlib. You can override this list of cells, providing your own custom 
cells. 

When you work with detailing symbols in a Dynamic Views workflow, saved views, 
references, and links are created between these items. For example, when you place 
a section callout and its saved view is placed in a sheet model, a link is created 
between the section callout and the drawing boundary. These links are shortcuts 
like hyperlinks, and store properties such as names of files, models, and so on. 

For example, links to saved views store the saved view name, reference links store 
the logical name of the reference, and drawing boundary link stores the drawing 
boundary name. If you change these properties, the links may be lost. Also, if you 
make any modifications to the detailing symbol, they are reflected in its 
corresponding saved view. Conversely, modifications to the saved view are also 
reflected in its associated detailing symbol. 

Creating a  Sheet Index and Adding WorkSet Properties 

Creating a Sheet Index 

The WorkSet used in conjunction with this document is based on the OpenPlant 
Workspaces, OpenPlantExample WorkSpace and Imperial WorkSet. The default 
location is located here C:\ProgramData\Bentley\OpenPlant CONNECT 
Edition\Configuration\Workspaces\OpenPlantExample\WorkSets\Imperial. It is 
recommended to make a new WorkSet using OpenPlant Project Administrator 
and use the OpenPlantExample/Imperial as a template WorkSet. Name your 
new WorkSet CreateDynamicViews. 

In this section, you will create a drawing sheet index. A Sheet Index is a centralized 
and structured collection of sheets in a project. A sheet index can be useful in 
creating a construction document set (also called a sheet set or construction set) 
that contains all the sheets of your project. A sheet model may be linked to a Sheet 
Index from any design file in your project. Sheet numbering rules enable you to 
define rules to automatically generate sheet numbers for all sheets in the sheet 
index. Sheets can be organized hierarchically in folders, with the ability to override 
sheet numbering rules for sheets in each folder. Custom properties can be attached 
to sheets and placed as text fields within the sheet. Custom properties can also be 
attached to the folders and the sheet index. The sheet index is managed from the 
Explorer dialog Sheet Index Tab. 

NOTE: Often in Plant projects, a Sheet Index is not created. The file structure for 
sheets or drawings varies depending on the deliverable requirements of the project. 
We are creating one here, to show the use of the Sheet Index tools in the Dynamic 
View workflow.  
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NOTE: Configuring the properties of the Sheet Index must be done before defining 
WorkSet properties as shown in the next session. This appears to be a defect within 
OpenPlant Modeler. This issue is not evident in plain MicroStation. The DGNWS file 
that is created when the WorkSet is created, will need to be deleted before WorkSet 
Properties are added and Sheet Index is defined. This is a defect that has been 
logged. 

 

In this lesson you will: 

• Utilizing Explorer, create an organized hierarchy of folders 

• Manage properties (sheet numbering, sheet numbering prefix) of the sheet 

models within the Sheet Index. 

 

PREREQUISITE: After creating the WorkSet, delete the DGNWS file. <WorkSet 
Name>.dgnws. This is due to a defect with the DGNWS file in OpenPlant Modeler. 
Perform this BEFORE proceeding to customizing the Sheet Index and adding 
WorkSet Properties. 

1. Before you can create a sheet index, you must have an OpenPlant Modeler file 

open. From the OpenPlant Modeler CONNECT Edition’s work page, select 

New File. When prompted, name the file ModelExample.dgn. 

2. To begin, you will create a drawing sheet index of the project. Along the 

Ribbon, select the Explorer from the Primary group of the Piping tab. 

 

The Explorer dialog builds upon the foundation of the Project Explorer found 

in earlier editions of OpenPlant Modeler. In the OpenPlant Modeler 

CONNECT Edition, you can manage the project data using Explorer dialog. It 
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is a single interface that provides browsing function for files, links, items, 

resources, and sheet indexes. 

3. On the Explorer dialog, click the Sheet Index tab. 

 

A sheet index is a centralized and structured collection of sheets in your 

project. Sheet index can be useful in creating a construction document set 

(also called as sheet set or construction set) that contains all the sheets of 

your project. You may link any sheet model from any design file of your 

project into a sheet index. Sheets may also be organized hierarchically in 

folders, with the ability to override sheet numbering rules for sheets in each 

folder. You can then manage the properties of all the sheet models within the 

sheet index collectively. Sheet indexes may also be added to print organizer 

print sets for printing. 

 

4. By default, the Sheet Index is read only. In the icon bank of the Sheet Index 

tab, click Open Sheet Index for Edit. 

 

The Sheet Index can now be edited. 

5. Click he Create Folder icon. From here, you can separate the sheets according 

to your organizational needs within the sheet index. Rename the newly 

created folder, 000 – General. 

6. Create four more folders, each time making sure that the 

CreateDyanmicViews WorkSet name is selected Create the folder names 

below: 

• 100 – Plans 

• 200 – Elevations 

• 300 – Sections 

• Misc 

Now that the folder structure has been created. You will add rules to these 

folders that will determine the sheet numbering convention. 
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7. Within the sheet index, right-click on the 000 – General folder. From the 

menu choose Properties. 

 

8. From the Properties dialog, in the Sheet Numbering Controls tab, type G- into the 

Sheet Number Prefix field. 

 

 
9. Next, from the Explorer dialog, select the 100 – Plans folder. Now over in the 

Properties dialog, Type P- into the Sheet Number Prefix field. Then in the Start 

Number field, type 101. 

10. Continue adding the properties to the remaining folder as per the table 

shown below: 

 

Folder Name Prefix Start No. 

200 – Elevations E- 201 

300 – Sections S- 301 

Misc M- 401 

 

The folder structure is now complete, with sheet numbering controls 

assigned, respectively. In the future, when a sheet is added to one of these 

folders, the sheet will inherit the properties set forth. 
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11. From Explorer, make the Sheet Index read-only. 

 

 
 

 

Defining WorkSet Properties 

In the process of creating a WorkSet, a DGN WorkSet file (<WorkSetName>.dgnws) 
is automatically generated by MicroStation. The DGN WorkSet file contains the 
WorkSet Properties, WorkSet sheet index, and WorkSet Link Set. 

WorkSet Properties are a set of properties that are unique to each WorkSet. These 
properties may consist of the WorkSet Name and Description, folder information, 
and more and may also contain custom properties. These properties may then be 
used in various ways. An example of this is using Text Fields to expose the values of 
these properties. 

In many cases these WorkSet Properties, as well as ProjectWise (CONNECTED) 
Project Properties, can be leveraged as fields within a Sheet Border. They can be 
used to define often used values such as the Project Identification Number, location, 
Sheet Number or any number of Properties that are defined at the WorkSet or 
ProjectWise levels. 

In this exercise you will learn: 

• View WorkSet Properties 

• View a DGN WorkSet file 

• Define custom WorkSet Properties 

Continuing in your WorkSet where you edited the Sheet Index and related 
properties, launch OpenPlant Modeler. You will need to exit OpenPlant Modeler and 
relaunch the application to get to the File Open dialog as shown below. 
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1. Start OpenPlant Modeler CONNECT Edition and from the Work Page, set the 

active WorkSpace and WorkSet: 

• WorkSpace: OpenPlantExample 

• WorkSet: CreateDynamicViews  

2. In the upper right corner of the Work page, pick Show All Properties. 

 
Properties will expand, displaying the Properties of the active WorkSet. 

These properties are stored in the DGN WorkSet file: 

CreateDynamicViews.dgnws. This file is typically in the same location as the 

WorkSet folder and the WorkSet configuration file. 

 

3. Click Properties, followed by Advanced Properties to open the Edit 

WorkSet dialog. 
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From here you can add the WorkSet Description and Custom Properties to 

the WorkSet. 

4. Add the following WorkSet Description: 

• Description: Creating Dynamic Views 

5. Click on, Add a Custom Property, followed by Text Property. 

 

 

 A new property is added. Set the values as follows: 

• Property Label: Client 

• Value: Bentley Systems Inc. 

6. Add a second custom Text Property using the following values: 

• Property Label: Job No. 

• Value: BSI300 

7. Click OK to save the changes. 

The new custom properties have been added to the list of WorkSet 

Properties: 
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These properties may now be accessed through the Text Fields and the 
annotation commands found in OpenPlant Modeler. 

Pre-Dynamic View Creation Checklist 
Before beginning the process of creating dynamic views and the related sheers, 
make sure you have the following configured.  

NOTE: These are configured in the OpenPlantExample/Imperial WorkSet you used 
to create the WorkSet being used in this training session. 

1. Copy the following files to their respective directory in your new WorkSet 

 
File Name Location Within WorkSet 

OP_Ortho_Model_Seed.dgn …\WorkSpace\WorkSets\<Your WorkSet 
Name>\Standards\OpenPlant\Seed 

OPMDefaultBorders.dgn …\WorkSpace\WorkSets\<Your WorkSet 
Name>\Standards\OpenPlant\Seed 

Titleblock.cel …\WorkSpace\WorkSets\<Your WorkSet 
Name>\Standards\OpenPlant\Modeler\Cell 

DynamicViewsSeed.dgnlib …\WorkSpace\WorkSets\<Your WorkSet 
Name>\Standards\OpenPlant\Modeler\Dgnlibs 

DetailingSymbolStyles.dgnlib …\WorkSpace\WorkSets\<Your WorkSet 
Name>\Standards\OpenPlant\Modeler\Dgnlibs 

 

2. Edit the WorkSet configuration file - <Your WorkSet Name>.cfg, to include the 

variables as show below. You can also add these variables to the Modeler.cfg 

file 
#---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

#  Including Dynamic Views Functionality 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

MS_DRAWINGMODELSEED = $(OPENPLANT_WORKSET_STANDARDS)Seed/OP_Ortho_Model_Seed.dgn 

MS_DRAWINGMODELSEEDNAME = Drawing 

MS_DESIGNMODELSEED = $(OPENPLANT_WORKSET_STANDARDS)Seed/OP_Ortho_Model_Seed.dgn 

MS_DESIGNMODELSEEDNAME = Design 
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MS_SHEETMODELSEED = $(OPENPLANT_WORKSET_STANDARDS)Seed/OP_Ortho_Model_Seed.dgn 

MS_SHEETMODELSEEDNAME = Sheet 

MS_RFDIR                  > $(OPENPLANT_WORKSET_STANDARDS)seed/ 

MS_DGNLIBLIST_DRAWINGSEEDS = 

$(OPENPLANT_WORKSET_STANDARDS)/Modeler/Dgnlibs/DynamicViewsSeed.dgnlib 

3. Once you start using the Callouts and naming schemes associated to them, do 

not change the rules in the configuration. The system will track the 

relationships between design, drawing and sheet models, and Sheet Index 

numbering. Changes will cause this to break. Upfront planning is most 

important when configuring the use of Dynamic Views and use of the Callouts 
and Sheet Index. 

 

Creating Dynamic Views – From Model to Sheet 

Placing a Plan Callout 

In this lesson you will: 

• Place a Plan Callout 

• Adjust properties in the Create Drawing dialog 

• View files using Explorer 

 

1. Using OpenPlant Modeler, create a new file and name it SNAPSHOT-A.dgn. 

2. Using the Reference tool, add your models to the file. This may include using 

the Reference Out feature of Explorer. 

3. Rotate View 1 to the Front view. 

4. Make the Place Plan Callout tool active (Annotate > Detailing). 

5. Set the following options in the tool settings window: 

• Drawing Seed: PlanView 

• Create Drawing: Enabled 

• Annotation Scale: Enabled 

6. Within View 1 (Front view), place your cursor to the left of the plant model, 

approximately just above the pipeline coming out of the reboiler – just above 

the structural steel, and then enter a data point to place the symbol. 

7. Next, move the cursor to the right, horizontally, past the right side of the 

plant model, and then issue another data point to define the end point. 

8. Move your cursor in the downward direction, below the footings of the pipe 

bent and issue a final data point to define the depth of the plan. 
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Ensure the following options are set the saved views section of the Create Drawing 
dialog: 

• Name: Master Plan 

 

NOTE: Now that you are not in a configured DGNLib, the other saved view 

settings are not available. For example, Discipline and Purpose. All of these 

are determined by the drawing seed. 

 

 
8. Ensure the following options are set in the drawing model section of the 

Create Drawing dialog. 

• Create Drawing model: Enabled 

• Filename: Enabled 

• Filename: MASTER-PLAN 

 

NOTE: Click the Create New Drawing File icon next to the Filename 

field. Save MASTER-PLAN in the \Models\Modeler folder. 

 

• Annotation Scale: Full Size 1 = 1  
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• Visible Edges: Cached 

 

 
 

9. Ensure the following options are set in the sheet model section of the Create 

Drawing dialog: 

• Create Sheet Model: Enabled 

• Filename: Enabled 

• Files Name: BSI300.dgn 

 

NOTE: Click the Create New Sheet File icon next to the Filename field. 
Save BSI300.dgn in the \Models\Modeler Folder. 

 

10. Continuing in the Create Drawing dialog, ensure the following options are set 

in the sheet model section: 

• Sheets: (New) 

• Annotation Scale: 1/8” = 1’-0” 

• Drawing Boundary: PlanView 

• Detail Scale: 1/8” = 1’-0” (Fit View to Drawing Boundary) 

 

NOTE: When selecting the detail scale, OpenPlant Modeler 

(MicroStation) recommended the “best suitable” standard scale factor 

for the reference that would fit the drawing boundary as well as the 

sheet boundary. 
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11. Add the sheet model to the Sheet Index. 

• Add to Sheet Index: Enabled 

• Sheet Index Folder: 100 – Plans 

NOTE: Click the Select a folder from Sheet Index icon next to the 
Add to Sheet Index field. This will open the Sheet Index Folder Picker 
from which you can select the folder in which the sheet model should 
be added. Navigate to the 100 – Plans folder. 

Click OK in the Sheet Index Folder Picker when finished. 

 
 

12. Continuing in the Create Drawing dialog, endure the following options are set 

in the sheet model section: 

• Open Model: Enabled 
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13. Click OK in the Create Drawing dialog, the newly created A sheet was added 

to the existing BSI300.dgn file. 

 

 

 

Placing a Section View Callout 

In this lesson you will: 

• Place a Section Callout 

• Adjust properties in the Create Drawing dialog 

• View files using Explorer 

 

1. Using OpenPlant Modeler and continuing in the SNAPSHOT-A.dgn. 

2. Rotate View 1 to the Top view. 
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3. Make the Place Section Callout tool active (Annotate > Detailing). 

4. Set the following options in the tool settings window: 

• Drawing Seed: SectionView 

• Create Drawing: Enabled 

• Annotation Scale: Enabled 

5. Within View 1 (Top view), place your cursor to the left of the displayed model 

components between the fan heat exchangers and the main pipe rack, and 

then enter a data point to place the symbol. 

6. Next, move the cursor to the right, horizontally, to other side of the model, 

and then issue another data point to define the end point. 

7. Move your cursor in the upward direction, to the opposite side of the main 

pipe bent and issue a final data point to define the depth of the section. 

 

 

Ensure the following options are set the saved views section of the Create Drawing 
dialog: 

• Name: A 

 

NOTE: Now that you are not in a configured DGNLib, the other saved view 

settings are not available. For example, Discipline and Purpose. All of these 

are determined by the drawing seed. 
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14. Ensure the following options are set in the drawing model section of the 

Create Drawing dialog. 

• Create Drawing model: Enabled 

• Filename: Enabled 

• Filename: SECTION_MODELS 

 

NOTE: Click the Create New Drawing File icon next to the Filename 

field. Save SECTION_MODELS in the \Models\Modeler folder. 

 

• Annotation Scale: Full Size 1 = 1  

• Visible Edges: Cached 

 

 
 

15. Ensure the following options are set in the sheet model section of the Create 

Drawing dialog: 

• Create Sheet Model: Enabled 

• Filename: Enabled 

• Files Name: BSI300.dgn 

 

NOTE: Click the Create New Sheet File icon next to the Filename field. 
Save BSI300.dgn in the \Models\Modeler Folder. 
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16. Continuing in the Create Drawing dialog, ensure the following options are set 

in the sheet model section: 

• Sheets: (New) 

• Annotation Scale: 1/8” = 1’-0” 

• Drawing Boundary:  

• Detail Scale: 1/8” = 1’-0” (Fit View to Drawing Boundary) 

 

NOTE: When selecting the detail scale, OpenPlant Modeler 

(MicroStation) recommended the “best suitable” standard scale factor 

for the reference that would fit the drawing boundary as well as the 

sheet boundary. 

 

 
17. Add the sheet model to the Sheet Index. 

• Add to Sheet Index: Enabled 

• Sheet Index Folder: 300 – Sections 

NOTE: Click the Select a folder from Sheet Index icon next to the 
Add to Sheet Index field. This will open the Sheet Index Folder Picker 
from which you can select the folder in which the sheet model should 
be added. Navigate to the 300 – Sections folder. 

Click OK in the Sheet Index Folder Picker when finished. 
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18. Continuing in the Create Drawing dialog, endure the following options are set 

in the sheet model section: 

• Open Model: Enabled 

 

 
 

19. Click OK in the Create Drawing dialog, the newly created A sheet was added 

to the existing BSI300.dgn file. 
 

Managing Callout Display and Navigating the Document Set 

In this lesson you will: 

• Control display of callout display in other views 

• Navigate the various documents using the markers, titles, and Sheet Index 

Managing Callout Display 

1. Using OpenPlant Modeler, open the SNAPSHOT-A.dgn. 

2. If not already loaded, open the Explorer. 

3. Using the Sheet Index, browse to the MASTER-PLAN sheet. 

4. Double click on the sheet, to open it. 

5. When the sheet loads, navigate to the MASTER PLAN title just below the view. 

6. Hover over the MASTER PLAN view name and then slide your mouse onto 

the mini toolbar,  

7. Click on the Show Callouts button. 
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8. You will now see any section view callouts that are placed in the SNAPSHOT-

A model and that are located within the MASTER PLAN view limits. 

Navigating the Document Set 

There are several ways to navigate the document set. You can use the Sheet Index, 
you can utilize the Markers, the view names, and the on-sheet callouts. 

To navigate the via the Sheet Index in Explorer, browse the Sheet Index tree. 
Double click the sheet name and OpenPlant Modeler will load the sheet. 
Alternatively, you can also right click on the sheet name and select Open from the 
context menu. 
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To navigate using the markers located on the view limits, hover over the marker and 
slide you mouse onto the mini toolbar. Select which file you want to load. 

 

 

To navigate using a section callout, a section callout on a plan view sheet as an 
example, hover over the callout, slide onto the mini toolbar. Select the file you want 
to load.  
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General Notes on Dynamic Views 
This section will address some of the different settings, finalizing a sheet or sheets, and 
recommendations when configuring Dynamic Views, and a tips and tricks section to make your 
configuration process a smooth one. 

Placing Section Callout 

When placing a section callout, you are prompted with an added setting for Height. 
This sets the height or extent to which the callout clips the model. It has the 
following options: 

• From View – The height is the same as the extent of the source saved view that is 
clipped by the callout. 

• From Model – the height is set to the model. This means you see everything from 
top to bottom even parts outside of the callout tool pick points. 

• User Defined – The value that you enter in the Height field becomes the height or 
extent to which the model is clipped.  

 

Difference Between Sheet and Sheet Only Options 

When creating Callouts, in the Place xxx Callout dialog and the Drawing Seed: field 
you have two selections (besides “(none)”), XXXX VIEW and XXXX View_SheetOnly. 
The XXXX VIEW selection is the “Sheet” selection as defined here.  When “XXXX 
VIEW (“Sheet”) is selected, the callout is placed in the design model, a “drawing” 
model is created, and this drawing model is referenced into the resulting sheet. 
When the XXXX VIEW_SheetOnly selection is made, the saved view that is added to 
the resulting sheet, comes directly from design model and NOT the drawing model. 
A drawing model is not created. This is to accommodate saving the files to DWG 
format and supporting AutoCAD Model Space/Paper Space. 

Working with Display Styles 

Display Styles are applied to the dynamic views when created. These have already been 

defined in this WorkSet. It is not the intent to teach you how to create the Display Styles, 

rather this is a list of the custom styles created for use our Plant WorkSet drawing 

composition process. 
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DISPLAY STYLE NAME SETTINGS DISPLAY RULES NAME 
PlantPlan_Forward Edge Settings – 

Visible Edges - Solid, 
Weight 1; Hidden 
Edges – Style 2, 
Weight 0  

PlantPlan_DR 

PlantPlan_Cut Overrides, Element 
Color – BG; Edge 
Settings – Visible 
Edges, Sold, Weight 1 

PlantPlan_DR 

PlantDetail_Forward Overrides, Element 
Color – 0; Visible 
Edges - Solid, Weight 
1; Hidden Edges – 
Style 2, Weight 0 

PlantDetail_DR 
 

PlantElevation_Forward Overrides, Element 
Color – 0; Visible 
Edges - Solid, Weight 
1; Hidden Edges – 
Style 2, Weight 0 

PlantElevation_DR 

PlantSection_Forward Overrides, Element 
Color – 0; Visible 
Edges - Solid, Weight 
1; Hidden Edges – 
Style 2, Weight 0 

PlantSection_DR 

 

Finalizing the Sheet 

After creating the dynamic views and once they are placed on a sheet, you will need 
to perform some final editing and clean-up. This includes the following: 

• Switch off the markers for the views. This is done in the View Attributes by 
disabling “Markers”. 

• In the MASTER-PLAN sheet, hover over the View name, and activate the Show 
Callouts. This will display the section view callouts/markers on the Plant Sheet. 
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• Dimensioning – a Dimension Detail style has been included to dimension at 
scale. This can be tweaked to suit individual taste. 

• Also included are text styles for the title block and placeholder text callouts. 

• Adding annotation from OpenPlant Modeler. This is built in as well and the 
annotations can be applied using the Annotate > Notes > Place Label tools. 

 

Planning your Dynamic Views 

During the process of configuring Dynamic Views and customizing the various parts 
of the process, I learned quite a bit about the required planning to properly 
implement Dynamic Views. I am documenting these here in a  “tips and tricks” 
format. 

1. Create and maintain a document that list all of your configuration changes. 

This is a critical document. One reason for this, is that when using 

Placeholder text in your title blocks, sheets, and sheet annotations, once a 

field type and property are selected to replace the placeholder text, you have 

no way to know what field type and property you set for the placeholder text. 

This is not defined against the finished text node. A service request has been 

filed to add this information to a placeholder text. 
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2. The default Callout Symbols are stored in the default DynamicViews.dgnlib 

file. It is recommended that separate these out to a separate DGNLib file. This 

will make it easier to maintain them when you need to change them. This has 

already been done in the default OpenPlantExample/WorkSets/Imperial 

WorkSet. 

3. Take the time to plan how you intend on naming your dynamic views. In our 

examples, we chose MASTER PLAN for our plan view. Other names might be 

LOWER PLAN, UPPER PLAN, etc. The case you use for the names will make 

views look consistent. Section view naming is especially important. Do you 

want the view names SECTION A, or simply A? Depending on how your title 

block and view titles are defined this will make a difference. In this 

configuration, the section view names are single letters – A, B, C, etc. This was 

done as the title of the section view on the body of the sheet already has the 

“SECTION” prefix defined in it. This appears on the sheet as SECTION A-A. If 

you were to name the view SECTION A, you would get a title of SECTION 

SECTION A-SECTION A, certainly not the desired result. 

4. Create a series of  text styles for setting up your borders, title block and 

callout titles and symbols. This needs to be planned so that the names you 

give your views, fit properly in the area they are configured for in the title 

block. 

5. Think about the area you select for your plan views. Take care to leave extra 

room for your section view callouts to display properly on the plan view 

sheet model. 

6. Accept the fact that you may have to use “move reference” to get your view in 

the right location on the sheet model. Some models are quite large and even 

at a small scale, they will need be moved to properly fit the sheet. The good 

part – once they are moved, this location is maintained when an update in the 

design model is initiated. 

7. Take the time to properly define the Sheet Index. Making changes after the 

process of populating the Sheet Index has started, chances are high that the 

links between files will become disconnected. This can be resolved, but with 

a lot of effort on part of an experienced administrator. 

8. Noted below in the configuration section, getting the OpenPlant Modeler 

center lines promoted and the construction class bolt and gasket whiskers 

set properly, must be done when creating the various view seeds in the 

DGNLib file. Plan ahead and get the settings configure as desired. 

9. When you create the Design, Drawing, and Sheet Model seeds file, you MUST 

create the Sheet Model as a 3D sheet. This is required to be able to SNAP to 

the piping components when dimensioning. This is not a typical MicroStation 

configuration requirement. 
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10. If you make changes to the title block cell that is inserted at the time a view is 

created (the title block cell contains the links between the placeholder text 

and the field type, and property assigned to it), follow the order below. 

a. Create the text in the border file. 

b. Reload the border reference in the Sheet model seed file. 

c. Use Exchange to shell over to the border file and edit the placeholder 

text and create the cell. 

d. Place the new updated cell in the Sheet Model seed file. 

e. Then in the dynamic views DGNLib file, use the Update Cell tool to 

update or replace each sheets title block cell. 

Known Issues 

There are a few known issues, and these have had service tickets entered. These 
include. 

1. Labels for equipment will not always work in all situations. Random error 

that I have not been able to consistently reproduce. It could be a user error. I 

will investigate as time permits. 

2. Dimensions, though associated, upon an update or reload of the sheet, will 

display as bold and dotted lines. I have yet to learn why and as time permits, 

will investigate further. This is not a consistent occurrence.  

3. Setting Constructions to not display, thus turning off the bolt and gasket 

whiskers, is resolved and is covered in the configuration sections. This needs 

to be set in the drawing model file and sheet files when setting the Reference 

Presentation. 

4. There are only certain Saved View, Model, and Sheet properties that can be 

used in the title block and callouts. At the time of publication, not all 

properties can be used. I believe this is a defect, however, I am not sure if the 

defect is in MicroStation platform or OpenPlant Modeler. 
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Section 2 - Configuration of Dynamic Views 
This section will define the various aspects of the configuration processes. This 
includes creating Dynamic View Seed files, DGNLib files, Detail Callout configuration, 
display styles, and more. 

Defining Custom Title Block with Text Fields 

The first place to start is creating a model seed file complete with a border and title 
block placeholder text. In our current configuration we have a Borders DGN file 
complete with an ANSI D Size border (ISO A1 Size for metric unit WorkSets). This 
border is created at actual size (D = 34” x 22”). It has a raster Bentley logo. We will 
add the placeholder text.  

NOTE: This exercise does not cover the task of drafting the actual border. It is 
assumed you already have a border file you can use. 

NOTE: The placeholder text you will place is using the hash tag character (#). The 
character for placeholder text is defined in the backstage area – Settings > User > 
Preferences, Text Category, ED Character field. 

Creating a The Border in the Default Border File. 

1. Launch OpenPlant Modeler. 

2. Browse to C:\ProgramData\Bentley\OpenPlant CONNECT 

Edition\Configuration\Workspaces\OpenPlantExample\WorkSets\<Your 

WorkSet Name>\Standards\OpenPlant\Seed\ folder and open the 

OPMDefaultBorders.dgn. 

3. Window into the lower right-hand corner of the border. You should see the 

title block area. 

4. On the Home ribbon tab, Attributes ribbon group, set the active level to A1-

TitleBlockText. 

5. Click on the Annotate ribbon tab, and then the Place Text tool located in the 

Text ribbon group. 

6. In the Text Editor, set the Text Style to OPMOrtho_TitleText_Small. 

7. Type 5 hash tag characters into the text editor - #####. 

8. Drag the mouse into the title block area and place the text just below the 

label CLIENT. 

9. Accept the placement of the text. Right-click and return to the Text Editor. 

Add the following text to title block area. Note the Text Style change as 

indicated. 
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TEXT LOCATION TEXT STYLE 
##### Under PROJECT OPMOrtho_TitleText_Small 

##### To the right of SCALE OPMOrtho_TitleText_Small 

##### Below JOB NO OPMOrtho_TitleText_Large 

##### Below DRG NO OPMOrtho_TitleText_Large 

##### Below GENERAL 

ARRANGEMENT 

OPMOrtho_TitleText_Large 

 

10. When complete, the title block section should be as shown below. 

 

 
 

11. Exit OpenPlant Modeler., 

 

Setting up the Design, Drawing and Sheet “Model Seeds” 

Setting up and configuring standards, the Workspace/WorkSet wide seed files and 
seed models are created in the design library (DGNLib) files. This process includes 
the “drawing seeds” that are used to automate Dynamic Views in a project. In this 
lesson you will learn how to create and configure Design, Drawing, and Sheet model 
seeds. 

In this lesion you will: 

• Create a new seed file 

• Create seed models 

• Configure model properties 
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1. Launch OpenPlant Modeler and in drawing manager File tab, click on New. 

2. In the New dialog, make sure the default OpenPlant Modeler seed file is active 
– OpenPlant 3D.dgn. 

3. Name the new file OP_Ortho_Model_Seed.dgn and Save this file to the 
…\Standards\OpenPlant\Seed\ folder. 

4. Open the Models dialog (Home > Primary). 

5. Right-click on the Default model name and then select Properties. 

6. I the General tab of the Properties dialog, change the Name to Design and 
remove the name Master Model from the Description field. 

 

 

 

7. Return to the Models dialog and then from the icon bank click Create a new 
model. 

8. In the Create Model dialog, set the following and then click OK when finished: 

 Type: Drawing 

 Seed Model: <Not using seed> 

 Name: Drawing 

 Auto-Update Fields: Enabled 

 Annotation Scale: Full Size 1 = 1 

 

The newly created drawing model opens. You will now create a sheet model. 
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9. Click the Create a new model icon like before from the Icon bank of the 
Models dialog. In the Create Model dialog, set the following and then click OK 
when finished. 

 Type: Seed 

 2D/3D: 3D 

 Seed Model: <Not using seed> 

 Name: Sheet 

 Auto-Update Fields: Enabled 

 Annotation Scale: Full Size 1 = 1 

 Propagate: Enabled 

 Sheet Number: 000 

 Sequence Number: 0 

 Show Sheet Boundary: Enabled 

 Size: ANSI D 

 Ability to Place: Disabled 

 

 

 

NOTE: For use with OpenPlant Modeler, the seed file MUST be a 3D seed file. 

Leave all other settings at their default values 

10. Click OK when finished. 

The newly created sheet model opens. From here, you will the attach the 
company border as a reference to the sheet model. 

11. Open the Reference dialog (Home > Primary). 

12. From here, click the Attach Reference icon. 

13. In the Attach Reference dialog, navigate to the WorkSet’s 
…\Standard\OpenPlant\Seed\ folder and select the 
OPMDefaultBorders.dgn file. 

14. Make sure the Attachment Method is set for Interactive and then click Open. 
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15. In the Reference Attachment Properties dialog, set the following: 

 Model: D Size Border 

 Logical Name: D Size Border 

 Orientation: Coincident 

 Detail Scale: Full Size 1 = 1 

 Nested Attachments: No Nesting 

 Drawing Boundary: None 

16. Click OK when finished. 

The company border reference attaches. 

17. From the File tab, click Save Settings. 

 

You may now Exit OpenPlant Modeler. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Associating the Border Attachment in the Sheet Seed Model 

Dynamic Views are used to automate the creation of drawing sheets that compose a 
sheet set. The drawing border can be placed automatically  when a sheet is created 
by associating the border to a sheet model seed. In this lesson you will learn to 
associate a sheet border to sheet seed model. 

In this lesson you will: 

• Access the Sheet Boundary tool 

• Define a sheet border 

1. Restart OpenPlant Modeler. 

2. Once OpenPlant Modeler starts, from the Work page, open the 
OP_Ortho_Model_Seed.dgn file and then make the Sheet model the active 
model. 
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The last task you performed was to attach the company border. The border is 
an ordinary reference which is used to represent the drawing border within 
a sheet model. 

OpenPlant Modeler (MicroStation) allows you to associate a border 
attachment to a sheet model. When you associate a border attachment to a 
sheet seed model, any changes to the model's properties — for example, 
annotation scale, location, rotation, size — for the sheet are automatically 
propagated to the border attachment. For example, if you have an A1 size 
border graphics associated to a sheet seed model and you change the 
annotation scale to 1:50, then the associated border attachment is scaled by 
the same amount. 

Once associated, any changes to the border attachment are automatically 
propagated to the sheet boundary. For example, if you move the border 
attachment, the sheet boundary will automatically move to the new location. 

Administrators are advised to attach and associate border attachments to a 
sheet seed model. Then when the seed model is used to create new sheets, 
the new sheets will inherit the border attachment and association. 

3. Along the Ribbon, from Sheet Boundary ribbon group of the View Ribbon tab, 
select Sheet Boundary. 

 

 

The Sheet Boundary tool is used to define the layout of the paper for plotting 
a Sheet model. The tool allows you to set the size (height and width), scale, 
rotation, and border attachment of the paper. 
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4. The Border: drop-down list allows you to select an associated border 
attachment. Click this drop-down list and select D Size Border, 
OPMDefaultBorders.dgn, D Size Border. 

5. Close the Sheet Boundary dialog by click the kill button at the top of the 
dialog. 

 

 

Defining a Custom Title Block with Text Fields 

Text Fields are a useful MicroStation feature and an integral part of automating the 
creation of drawing sheets when using Dynamic Views. Fields provide the ability to 
expose property information such as a client name, project ID number, or a drawing 
title, allowing those properties to be incorporated in sheet border text. In this lesson 
you will update existing "placeholder" text with text Fields, incorporating the value 
of various Properties into a sheet border. 
 
In this lesson you will: 
• Use Exchange to open a reference attachment for editing 

• Add text Fields to a sheet border 

• View WorkSet, File and Model properties 
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1. Continuing in the Sheet model of the OP_Ortho_Model_Seed.dgn file, move 
the cursor over the border reference, allowing it to highlight. 

2. Press-and-hold the right mouse button to bring up the right-click context 
menu and pick Exchange. 

 

The OPMDefaultBorders.dgn from the WorkSets 
…\Standards\OpenPlant\Seed\ folder opens. 

3. Zoom into the lower-right corner of the sheet. In this area of sheet border, 
you will find text place holders that you will utilize in the creation of the cell. 

 

 

 

4. Make Edit Text the active tool (Annotate > Text) and select the text that will 
represent the CLIENT. The Text Editor opens. 

 

5. In the Text Editor, highlight the text and from the icon bank , click Insert 
Field icon. 
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6. The Select Field Type dialog opens. From the Field Type drop-down menu, 
select File Properties and click OK.  

The Fields Editor dialog opens. 

7. Along the left, expand the WorkSet Properties category, and pick the value in 
the Client field. 

 

 

Click OK to place the text field in the Text Editor. 

8. Issue a data point in the view to accept the text edit. 

9. Continue to edit the text “placeholders” adding the WorkSet Properties using 
the values shown: 
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PLACEHOLDER 
TEXT 

WORKSET PROPERTY 

PROJECT Name 

JOB NO. Job No. 

 

10. Issue a data point in the view to accept the text edits. 

11. Continuing in the Edit Text tool, edit the following text “placeholders’ adding 
the Properties shown: 

PLACEHOLDER 
TEXT 

FIELD TYPE CATEGORY PROPERTY 

TITLE Model Properties General Name 

SCALE Model Properties General Annotation Scale 

DRG NO. Model Properties Sheet Sheet Number 

 

12. Issue a data point in the view to accept the text edits. 

 

 

 

Editing the Sheet Index and Leveraging WorkSet Properties 

UNDER CONSTRUCTION – this section is pulling data fields form the Sheet Index 
properties. In OpenPlant Modeler, this is currently not working. Waiting for an 
updated DLL from platform. You need to add a sheet to the Sheet Index in order to 
initiate the Sheet Properties. The DLL fixes the issue where the addition of a sheet is 
not working. 
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Creating Title Block Text Cell 

Information contained in the sheet border such as scale, drawing number, and sheet 
number are examples of sheet-specific information. The values for these are unique 
for each sheet in a sheet set. As such, the placeholders for these values need to be 
active elements that reside in each sheet model. In this lesson you will create a “title 
block” cell to be placed in the sheet border seed that will provide the values for the 
Client, Project, Title, Scale, Job Number, and Drawing Number. 

In this lesson you will: 

• Create a cell 

• Modify cell properties 

1. Continue in the OPMDefaultBorders.dgn file. 

2. With the Element Selection tool active, create a selection set of all of the text 

fields in the title block. 

3. Right-click-and-hold to bring up the right-click contextual menu. From here, 

select Properties. 

4. In the Formatting category of the Properties dialog, set the Text Color to 0. 

 

With the text still selected, you will now define the cell origin. 

 

5. Along the ribbon, from the Cells group of the Annotate ribbon tab, select the 

Define Cell Origin tool. 

 

 
 

6. Define the origin by snapping to the lower-left corner of the sheet, as shown. 
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7. Open the Cell Library by clicking the dialog launcher from the Cells group of 

the Annotate tab. 

 

 
 

8. The Cell Library dialog opens. Attach (File > Attach File) the cell library 

TitleBlockData.cel from the …<WorkSet 

Name>\Standards\OpenPlant\Modeler\Cell\ folder. 

9. From the Cell Library  dialog icon bank, click the Create icon. 
10. Set the following options in the Create Cell dialog 

 Name: DSizeTB-Style1 

 Description: D Size Title Block Style 1 

 Type: Graphic 

 

 

11. Click the Create button when finished. 

 

 
 

12. The selected text in the OPMDefaultBorders,dgn file should still be active. If 

not, simply bring your cursor into the view and perform a right-click-press-

and-hold. From the contextual menu, choose Select Previous. 
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13. Delete the selection set by either utilizing the Delete Element tool or simply 

hitting the Delete key on your keyboard. 

14. From the Cell Library dialog, right-click over the name of the newly created 

cell DSizeTB_Style1 and pick Open for Editing. 

 

 
 

OpenPlant Modeler will open the model containing the cell information for 

active editing. 

 

15. From the Home tab in the ribbon, open the Models dialog. 

16. Right-click over any category heading, adding Is Annotation Cell to the 

dialog from the right-click menu. 

 

 
 

17. Enable Annotation Scale for the cell. 
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Adding the Title Block Text Cell to the Sheet Model Seed 

In the previous lesson a title block text cell was created that contains text fields. 
These text fields will be used to deliver sheet specific text that is required for each 
drawing sheet that is added to a sheet set. This cell now needs to be incorporated 
into the title block. In this lesson you will add the title block text cell to the sheet 
model seed. 

In this lesson you will: 

• Add a title block cell to a sheet model seed. 

 

1. Open the OP_Ortho_Model_Seed.dgn file from the WorkSets 

…\Standards\OpenPlant\Seed\ folder. 

2. Make sure that the Sheet is the active model. 

3. Make the Place Active Cell tool (Annotate > Cells) active and then set the 
following options in the tool’s settings window: 

 Active Cell: DSizeTB_Style1 

 Active Angle: 0.0° 

 X and Y Scale: 1.0 

 Annotation Scale Lock Toggle: Enabled 

 True Scale: Enabled 

4. Snap to the lower-left corner of the border and issue a data pint to place the 

DSizeTB_Style1 cell. 
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Creating the Plan, Section, and Elevation Dynamic View Seeds 

In a previous lesson work on creating seed files to be used with Dynamic Views 
began. The creation of seeds is not yet finished. Another aspect of seed creation that 
needs to be addressed is the creation of a “dynamic views” seed file. This file will 
contain drawing seeds that will be accessed when placing the detailing symbols that 
are used within the dynamic view’s workflow. In this lesson you will add a Plan 
Callout to the DynamicViewsSeed.dgnlib drawing library. 

In this lesson you will: 

• Review the Callout tools in the Detailing ribbon group. 

• View the DynamicViewsSeed.dgnlib 

• Place a Plan Callout 

• Access the Create Drawing dialog 

• Set Drawing properties. 

 

Create the Plan View Seed 

1. Begin by opening the DynamicViewsSeed.dgnlib from the dataset’s 
…\Standards\OpenPlant\Modeler\Dgnlib\ folder. 

Just like most shared resources in MicroStation, drawing seeds are stored in 
DGN libraries (DGNLib). The drawing seed is a template that is used to 
automate dynamic views in a project. A drawing seed automatically sets 
things like: Display of the section graphics, seed models for the creation of 
the drawing or sheet model, reference attachment settings (for example, the 
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Snap, Locate, and Synchronize View settings), create a sheet model without 
creating a drawing model, create a drawing model without a sheet model, or 
create both drawing and sheet models that are dynamically linked. 

2. Open the Models dialog (Home > Primary > Models) and note that there is a 
single model in the DGN (3D Composition Model). It is empty other than the 
graphic seen in the view windows. It is a starting point to begin from...blank 
slate. As progress moves forward, there will be additional models created, 
Saved Views added, etc. 

NOTE: The graphic seen in the model is just a graphic. It is helpful to visualize 
the display styles being used. 

3. Along the ribbon, make the Annotate ribbon tab active. 

 

 

Here, in the Detailing group of the Annotate tab, you will find four callout 
tools (Section Callout, Detail Callout, Elevation Callout, Plan Callout) along 
with the Drawing Boundary tool. These are the tools that you can use to 
define your 2D plans, sections, elevations, details and predefine area on a 
sheet model that will eventually host a named boundary. 

When you use a Callout tool, this creates an associated clip volume. A clip 
volume is used to limit the displayed volume for a view to the region within a 
clipping element. 

When a clip volume is applied to a view, only elements that are located 
within the clip volume will display or can be snapped to (in that view). Each 
view may have a different clip volume applied. Operations such as view 
rotation, fence processing, visible edges display, and rendering honor the clip 
volumes. They ignore any elements that are not displayed within the defined 
volume for the view. 

A clip volume also contains display style view attributes that are used to set 
the display of the Forward, Back, Cut, and Outside graphics. 

The clip volume and the display settings are saved when a saved view is 
created. And, the saved view that the callout creates will be stored in your 3D 
design model. A saved view is a view definition, which includes the level 
display for both the active model and references, the clip volume, and other 
view attributes. The view definition is given a name and saved in the DGN 
file. All saved views that will be used in the drawing and sheet models are stored 
in the 3D Design model. 
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And then, A new drawing model or sheet model is created to which the saved 
view is attached as a reference. 

The four callout tools each have their own purposes. 

 

For each tool there is a set of preset settings. These are the drawing seeds. 
When you select the callout, you are prompted to select a drawing seed. The 
drawing seed is a definition of how your drawing tool settings are defined. 
Each tool has their own settings and methods. 

The saved view that the callout will create will automatically get a view type 
assigned. You can use that information to sort your saved views in the in the 
Saved Views dialog, or even better when you use the Explorer dialog. In 
Explorer you can see all Sections in one folder, Details in another, and so on. 

Now it’s time to see how you can use the callout tools. The first one used will 
be the Place Plan Callout which is used to create plan views. For example, 
master plans and lower plans. When you define the plan, you are also 
defining the view direction. 

4. Make the Place Plan Callout tool active (Annotate > Detailing). 

The Place Plan Callout tool is used to place a plan callout and optionally, 
create a saved view and automating dynamic views. When saved views are 
added to a sheet, existing plan callouts that have empty fields are updated 
with any relevant information.  

5. Set the following options in the tool settings window:  

 Drawing Seed: (none) 

 Detailing Symbol Style: Plant_Style_Plans 

 Create Drawing: Enabled 

 Annotation Scale Lock: Enabled 

6. Within View 1 (Front View), place your cursor to the left of the 3D element 
and then issue a data point to place the symbol. 

7. Next, move your cursor to the right, horizontally, past the3D element, and 
then issue another data point to define the end point. 

NOTE: Grid Lock is enabled in this model to aid in keeping the callouts 
orthogonal to the view. 

8.  Then move your cursor in the downward direction, beyond the 3D element 
and issue a final data point to define the depth of the plan. 
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The Create Drawing Dialog, which is used to automate the drawing 
composition workflows, opens. This dialog has three parts to it. The top 
potion is related to the saved view that this will create. 
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9. Ensure the following options are set in the Create Drawing dialog: 

 Name: PlanView 

 Drawing Seed: (none) 

 Discipline: MECHANICAL 

 Purpose: PLAN VIEW 

 

NOTE: The first time a Discipline or Purpose is used, it must be typed in within the Create 
Drawing dialog. For subsequent uses it may be selected from the drop-down list. 

 

10. Continuing in the Create Drawing dialog, ensure the following options are set 
in the Drawing Model portion: 

 Create Drawing Model: Enabled 

 

This will create a drawing model and attaches 

 the saved view coincident at full scale. 

 

 Seed Model: OP_Ortho_Model_Seed.dgn, Drawing 

 Annotation Scale: Full Size 1 = 1 

 Visible Edges: Dynamic 

11. Continuing in the Create Drawing dialog, ensure the following options are set 
in the Sheet Model portion: 

 Create Sheet Model: Enabled 

 

This will create a sheet model and the drawing model 

is attached into the new sheet model. 

 

 Seed Model: OP_Ortho_Model_Seed.dgn, Sheet 

 Sheets: (New) 

 Annotation Scale: Full Size 1 = 1 

 Drawing Boundary: (New) 

 Detail Scale: Full Size 1 = 1 

 Open Model: Enabled 
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NOTE: When you are in a DGNLib, the Filename check boxes in the Create 
Drawing dialog are disabled because the drawing or sheet models can be 
created only in the an active DGN. 

12. Click OK to the Create Drawing dialog. 

The result is that the newly created sheet model opens. 

 

 

A Complete Drawing Chain: Understanding the Drawing Seed 
 

In configuring the Dynamic Views workflow, a set of WorkSet Properties have been 
defined, a Sheet Index was generated, and a set of seed file(s) and seed model(s) 
created. Configuration variables were added to the WorkSet configuration file, with 
these variables acting as the 'glue' to bring together the pieces that have been 
created. A company standard sheet border was customized with text fields, 
incorporating sheet specific properties required for each sheet. As can be seen, there 
are a number of moving parts that make up Dynamic Views. In this lesson you will 
review the Dynamic Views workflow and adjust a Drawing Boundary to fit the 
desired area of a drawing sheet. 
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In this lesson you will: 

• Review the Dynamic Views workflow 

• Navigate Dynamic Views using Markers and Mini-toolbars 

• Adjust a Drawing Boundary 

 

1. Continue in the DynamicViewsSeed.dgnlib from the dataset’s 

…\Standards\OpenPlant\Modeler\Dgnlibs\ folder. 
 
In the previous exercise, you just created the first drawing seed in the DGNLib. The 
drawing seed defines the settings and properties that are being used when placing a 
callout and automating dynamic views. The active model is now a sheet model 
entitled, PlanView [Sheet]. This is just one of the last pieces in a chain of events that 
occurred once you clicked the OK button in the Create Drawing dialog. 
 
A Drawing Seed is a complete drawing chain: 
 

 
 
 

Every component defines the corresponding properties. 
 

• Saved View: defines the detailing symbol style which controls the layout 
of the callout and the drawing title. It also defines the display style that is 
used for the clip volume areas, as well as the view attributes, and the 
discipline and purpose. 

• Drawing Reference: defines the reference attachment settings for the 
reference that will be attached to the new drawing model.  

• Sheet Reference: in the same manner, in the drawing seed, defines the 
reference attachment settings for the reference that will be attached to 
the new sheet model, such as the Snap, Locate, and Synchronize View 
settings. 

• Sheet Model: sheet size and the border are defined in the sheet model 
properties. 

Note: If this drawing chain is not complete, the drawing seed will not show up in the 
drawing seed drop-down menu of the Place Callout tool settings, therefore you will 
not be able to select it. 
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2. Open the Models dialog (Home > Primary). 

 

 

As you can see, two new models were automatically created: a drawing model,  
PlanView” and a sheet model, “PlanView [Sheet]”. These have the same name as the 
saved viewed that you created. Since no two models can have the same name, 
MicroStation has applied the suffix to the sheet. 
 
It is not advisable to change the default names applied to the model(s) created when 
setting up a Dynamic Views workflow. Doing so will cause broken reference file 
attachments when the file is reopened (this will happen once), requiring that the 
links to these files be re-associated. 
 
Along with the sheet model that was automatically created, the company border and 
title block was included. In an earlier exercise, you created the 
OP_Ortho_Model_Seed.dgn that contained the 3 model types — design, drawing, and 
sheet. In the sheet model you referenced the company border and then associated it 
to the sheet boundary. That has propagated to here. Furthermore, you attached a 
title block cell that contained text fields. These text fields display the various 
properties ranging from the model name and annotation scale, to properties of the 
sheet index and WorkSet.  

3. Zoom into the lower-right corner to verify the title block cell and its respective text 
fields. 

 
Upon review, you will notice that some of the text fields within the title block cell 
are displaying the correct information. For example, the Client, Project, Title, Date, 
Scale, and the Job No. However, some of the text fields are not displaying the correct 
information such as the sheet number. This is because these two values, sequence 
number and total sheets, are not yet known and will not be until this sheet is added 
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to the sheet index. The same is true for the DRG. NO. It currently displays the name 
of the sheet model. If this sheet were added to one of the sheet index folders created 
earlier, it would inherit the naming convention for that respective folder. 
 
NOTE: The following steps, 4 thru 10, do not use the updated Callouts configured in 
the OpenPlantExample Workspaces. Despite using MicroStation default callouts, 
the procedures and navigation using the Markers and Mini-toolbars is the same. 
 

4. Next, navigate the view to the center of the sheet and review the reference of 

the 3D element.  

Several things can be observed. One being the drawing title beneath the 

reference. The Default detailing symbol style is what determines the make-up 

of this symbol and is defined in the drawing seed. In a later exercise you will 

create a customized detailing symbol style. 

 

 
 
When the reference was attached to the sheet model, a drawing title was added. 
Drawing titles usually have the Drawing identifier, sheet name, title and detail scale. 
At the moment this drawing title was added, the fields in the associated callout were 
updated. That’s because the drawing title and the callout contain placeholder fields 
that update automatically as soon as the link is established between both. This 
makes the models more interactive and intuitive. 
 

5. Position your cursor over the drawing title. 
 

 
 
When you hover over the drawing title, a mini-toolbar will appear. This is a type of 
context menu that is automatically shown when you pause the pointer over a 
marker or a callout. The Mini toolbar provides easy access to most used tools 
without requiring to right-click. 
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When you hold the pointer over a marker or callout, the Mini toolbar appears semi-
transparent. Then if you point on the Mini toolbar it becomes solid and you can 
select an icon on it. 
 

6. Move your cursor onto the mini-toolbar and click the second icon, Open 

Drawing Model. 

 
 
The drawing model “PlanView” becomes active with the saved view “PlanView” 
automatically centered in the view. This is the 2D planar section, which is a saved 
view from the 3D Composition Model. This model is, in turn, referenced to the sheet. 
 
Next to the PlanView reference, take notice of the marker. A marker is a transient 
icon that stands out from the normal geometry in a model and is easy to recognize. A 
marker represents the presence of a saved view, link or markup. When you hold the 
pointer over a marker, the Mini-toolbar for the marker displays, similar as to when 
you hover over a drawing title. 

 

7. Position your cursor over the marker, and then onto the mini-toolbar. 

8. Click the second icon, Open Design Model. 

 

 
 
When you return to the design model via the marker, the 3D Composition Model is 
clipped. This is the active clip volume based on plan section that generated. 
 

9. Hover over the marker and then, using the mini-toolbar, notice the different 

options. Here you can apply the Saved View, Clip Volume, Show or Hide 

Associated Callouts, and display Annotations from the sheet. 
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10. From the mini-tool bar, leave Show Callouts toggled-on and toggle-off 

Display Sheet Annotations. 
 
NOTE: When you create a dynamic view from a drawing seed, the callouts placed in 
the drawing or sheet model of the drawing seed are copied to the drawing or sheet 
model of the dynamic view. To avoid this, you should not leave any callouts 
displayed in the drawing and sheet models of the drawing seeds. You can do this by 
turning off the Show Callouts icon in the drawing seed. 
 

11. Return to the PlanView [Sheet] sheet model by clicking on the Open Target 

icon from the mini-toolbar. 

 

As you return to the sheet model, take note that the view zooms to a certain 

region relative to the reference. 

 

12. Fit the view and with the Element Selection tool active, select the drawing 

title. 

 
You will notice that along with the selected drawing title, there is a selected shape 
element, too. This is a Drawing Boundary whose display is hidden by a setting in the 
“Default” Detailing Symbol Styles. This now selectable region can be resized, and the 
next time you navigate to the sheet link via the markers or mini-toolbar, the resized 
region will fit the view accordingly. 
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Another, more important note is that since this is a drawing seed. This drawing 
boundary will determine where and how much of an eventual reference will display. 
Since this seed will host floor plans in the future, the drawing boundary as it is, is 
small relative to the border. More than likely, a floor plan reference that would be 
attached from this seed would be clipped. In this case, it would be advisable to size it 
the maximum area within the border. 

 
13. Select the upper-right handle and then snap it to the location shown. Repeat 

this by selecting the lower-left handle and snapping it to the location shown. 

 

 
 

14. With the Element Selection tool still active, drag the drawing title to the 

bottom, just above and near the midpoint of the horizontal linework. 

15. Open the Saved Views dialog (View > Saved Views) 
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One of the most important links in the drawing seed is the Saved View. This defines 
the detailing symbol style which controls the layout of the callout and the drawing 
title. It also defines the display style that is used for the clip volume areas, as well as 
the view attributes, discipline and purpose. 
 

16. Right-click on the PlanView saved view and select Properties from the 

contextual menu. 

In the Properties dialog, expand the General tab and review the properties. 

 

 
 
It is not recommended to change the name of the saved view because this can cause 

the links between models to become broken. However, the Discipline and Purpose 

that you set in the Create Drawing dialog can be changed at any time without 

repercussions. You can change the Detailing Symbol Style from here as well. 
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17. In the Properties dialog, expand the Presentation tab and review the 

properties. 

 

 
 

This displays the presentation settings of the saved view. These are the view 

attributes that were captured during the saved view process and can be 

modified as necessary. 

18. In the Properties dialog, expand the Clip Volume Settings tab and review the 

properties. 

 

 
 

This displays the clip volume settings of the saved view and can be modified 

accordingly. For example, you may want to toggle-off the forward display, or 

you may want to apply a different Display Style to the cut. In an upcoming 
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exercise you will create several Display Styles for this drawing seed as well 

as more drawing seeds not yet created.  
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Creating a ‘Sheet Only’ Drawing Seed 
 
In a previous lesson a Drawing Seed was created to place a Plan Callout. This Plan 
Callout, when used, created a drawing model as well as a sheet model. Typically, the 
design model is used for placing annotation that needs to appear on all drawing 
sheets and is used to cut further sheets from the design. While this can be a useful 
practice, the creation of a drawing model is not always needed. In this section, you 
will continue creating drawing seeds by adding a ‘sheet only’ drawing seed. 
 
In this lesson you will: 

• Place a Plan Callout 

• Access the Create Drawing dialog 

• Set Drawing properties 

 

1. Continue in the DynamicViewsSeed.dgnlib file from the 
…\Standards\OpenPlant\Modeler\Dgnlibs\ folder. 

2. Open the Models dialog and double-click on the 3D Composition Model to 
make it active. 

3. Make the Place Plan Callout active (Annotate > Detailing). 

4. Set the following options in the tool settings window: 

 Drawing Seed: (none) 

 Detailing Symbol Style: Plant_Style_Plans 

 Create Drawing: Enabled 

 Annotation Lock: Enabled 

5. Within View 1 (Front View), place your cursor to the left of the 3D element 
and then issue a data point to place the symbol. 

6. Next, move your cursor to the right, horizontally, past the3D element, and 
then issue another data point to define the end point. 

7. Then move your cursor in the downward direction, beyond the 3D element 
and issue a final data point to define the depth of the plan. 
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8. Ensure the following option are set in the Create Drawing dialog: 

 Name: PlanView_SheetOnly 

 Drawing Seed: (none) 

 Discipline Type: MECHANICAL 

 Purpose: PLAN VIEW 

 Create Drawing Model: Disabled 

 Create Sheet Model: Enabled 

 Seed Model: OP_Ortho_Model_Seed.dgn, Sheet 

 Sheets: (New) 

 Annotation Scale: Full 1 = 1 

 Drawing Boundary: (New) 

 Detail Scale: Full Size 1 = 1 

 Visible Edges: Cached 

 Open Model: Enabled 

9. Click OK when finished 

The drawing seed is created, with the newly creates PlantView_SheetOnly 
model active. 

10. Select the drawing  activating the edit handles. 

Drag the drawing handles as shown below 
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11. Select the drawing title, activating the edit handles. 

Using the Move command, move the title to just below the view. 

 

Defining Custom Display Styles 
 
Display Styles are used to visualize design content within a model by applying a specific 
set of display properties. MicroStation provides the ability to define custom display 
styles, allowing a display style to be tailored to a specific need. In this lesson you will 
define a custom display style to be used with a Dynamic Views workflow. 
 
In this lesson you will: 

• Navigate models using the mini-toolbar 

• Adjust View Attributes 

• Customize a Display Style 

 
1. Continue in the DynamicViewsSeed.dgnlib, the PlanView_SheetOnly mode 

from the WorkSets …\Standards\OpenPlant\Modeler\Dgnlibs\ folder. 

2. Hover over the yellow marker to bring up the mini-toolbar. 

3. From the mini-toolbar, click the icon, Open Design Model. 
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4. Along the Ribbon, make the View tab active. Then in the Presentation group, 

click View Attributes. 

5. At the bottom of the View Attributes dialog, expand the Clip Volume Settings 

section. 

 

This contains controls to manipulate the display of the clip volume. Take 
particular attention to display style for Forward and for Cut. These are the 
delivered display styles from MicroStation. 

Display styles are predefined collections of render overrides and some 
optional settings that can be applied to views, sections, or reference 
attachments. They are created and managed in the Display Styles dialog and 
are stored per file. Display styles are typically saved as shared resources in 
DGN libraries but are copied locally when used. You will now create custom 
displays styles based on company standards, starting with the forward 
display style. 

6. From the Clip Volume Settings section of the View Attributes dialog, click the 

… to the right of Forward in the Display Styles option drop-down menu. 

 

This opens the Display Styles dialog, which is used to define and manage 

display styles in the active file and to view display styles available from the 

DGN libraries. 

 

7. In the Display Styles dialog, with the Forward display style highlighted, click 

Copy from the icon bank. 

 

A new display, “Copy of Forward”, is created. Rename this 

PlantPlan_Forward. 

 

8. Next, in the Overrides section, click the Element drop-down menu. 

 

If this is on, this sets the override style for the element. Clicking the drop-
down displays Color, Style, Weight, and Transparency options for element 
override. You can set these override properties by selecting the respective 
check box. This setting overrides the element and ByLevel properties. 
 

9. Set the following options in the Element drop-down menu: 

 

 Color: 0 

 Style: Disabled  
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 Weight: Disabled 

 

 

The Visible Edges settings have precedence over element overrides. Hence, if 
you apply both, the visible edges settings and element overrides, the visible 
edges in the model will take the visible edges settings. Similarly, while 
exporting visible edges, if the Visible Edge Overrides are set in the Export 
Visible Edges dialog, they will have precedence over the visible edges 
settings and element overrides. 

10. Set the following options in the Edge Settings area, Visible Edges drop-down 

menu: 

 

 Color: 0 

 Solid Line Style: Disabled 

 Weight: 1 

 

 

You will now create a custom display style for the cut. 

11. From the list of display styles, highlight Cut, and then select Copy from the 

icon bank. 

12. Rename the “Copy of Cut” to PlantPlan_Cut. 

13. Set the following option in the Element drop-down menu: 

 
 Color: 0 

14. Set the following option in the Visible Edges drop-down menu: 

 

 Color: 0 
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 Solid Line Style: Disabled 

 Weight: 1 

15. Continue to create similar display styles for Sections and Elevations. 

 
These should be similar to the PlantPlan_Forward and PlantPlan_Cut you just 
created. The options you set will be determined by your standards for 
orthographic drawing production. It is highly recommended to experiment 
with all aspects for Display Styles to fully understand the possibilities. 

 

Set Reference Presentation in 3D Composition Model 
 
Reference file attachments provide many settings that are used to control the 
operation of the attached reference. One way of adjusting a reference is by setting 
the reference file Presentation, changing the appearance of the reference as it is 
displayed relative to the model in which it is attached. This setting may be accessed 
through the References dialog. In this lesson you will change the presentation of an 
attached reference and adjust View Attributes in the active model. 

In this lesson you will: 

• Set reference file presentation 

• Adjust Clip Volume Settings 

 

1. Continue in the DynamicViewsSeed.dgnlib, the PlanView_SheetOnly 

model from the dataset’s …\Standards\\OpenPlant\Modeler\Dgnlib\ folder. 

 

In the previous exercise, you created custom display styles to adhere to 

company standards. When you originally created the two drawing seeds, 

they utilized the delivered “Forward” and “Cut” from MicroStation. You will 

now update the drawing seeds with the custom display styles. 

 

2. Open the References dialog (Home > Primary). 
3. Right-click on the 3D Composition Model and then from the contextual menu 

select, Presentation. 

 

The Reference Presentation dialog opens. This is used to set the display of a 

reference and the view display style of a model. 

 

4. In the Clip Volume Settings section, click the Display Styles option drop-down 

menu for Forward. From here, select PlantPlan_Forward. 
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5. Next, from the Cut drop-down menu select PlantPlan_Cut. 

6. Next, from the Reference Presentation dialog, disable Constructions. 

 

This is required so that the OpenPlant Modeler bolt and gasket set whiskers, 

do not show in the finished view. 

 
7. Then click the icon, Accept Changes and then Push to Saved View. 

This saves the changes in view attributes to the source saved view. This icon 
is enabled only when Synchronize View is set to Volume Only. 

 

The reference presentation updates to reflect the custom display styles that 

you created. 
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8. Open the Models dialog (Home > Primary) and make the PlanView drawing 

model active. 

 

As a short-cut, using the Element Selection tool, hover the mouse over the 

reference and right-click-and-hold. 

From the contextual menu, select Set Reference Presentation. 
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9. Like before, in the Clip Volume Settings section, click Display Styles option 

drop-down menu for Forward and select PlantPlan_Forward. 

10. Next, from the Cut drop-down menu, select PlantPlan_Cut. 

11. Next, from the Reference Presentation dialog, disable Constructions. 

 

This is required so that the OpenPlant Modeler bolt and gasket set whiskers, 

do not show in the finished view. 

 

12. Then click the icon, Accept Changes and then push to Saved View. 

13. Using the link contained in the marker, navigate back to the PlanView [Sheet] 

model and verify that the custom display style has been applied to the 
reference. 

Additional Notes on Synchronize View 
When referencing a Saved View, you are given the option to set Synchronize View in 
the Reference Attachment Properties dialog. Synchronize View provides four 
options: (none), Volume Only, Presentation Only, and All Properties. 
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This allows the view attributes for the active view to synchronize, or match, the 
source saved view attributes. All standard view attributes are found, including 
Display Styles. Depending on which setting is selected, this will affect the Reference 
Presentation availability of the View Attributes and Synchronize View of the 
Referenced Saved Views.   

To attach the reference using a saved view in an unsynchronized state, set the menu 
selection to Volume Only, Presentation Only, or (none). 

• None: If set to None, the reference is not Synchronized with the Saved View. 

• Volume Only: If set to Volume Only, the clip volume and camera position is taken 
from the saved view. If you change the original saved view, its clip volume as 
well as camera position will be changed. Also, the clipping is computed from the 
saved view boundary. You cannot clip or mask the reference if Volume Only is 
selected. 

•  Presentation Only: Volume Only and Presentation Only are similar, with the 
exception that Presentation Only allows the reference clip boundary to be 
modified. 

• All Properties: When a reference is attached using a Saved View, you can set 
this to All Properties to synchronize with the original saved view. The result is 
the new reference from Saved View will be fully synchronized with the original 
source saved view. And this will include any existing View Attributes and its 
Display Style. 

If you use any one of the above three options, to change the appearance of a 
reference, you will need to modify the original saved view that it is synchronized 
with. This is to ensure fidelity of display properties such as view attributes, view 
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display, clip volume, display styles and others. When synchronized, the reference 
location is also realigned. Specifically, when the reference is synchronized with the 
saved view, the reference center and saved view center remain aligned. 

When using Synchronize View, if set to Volume Only or Presentation Only, you will 
notice two options available: 

 

• Update from Saved View: This updates the reference's view attributes to match 
the source saved view's view attributes. 

• Accept Changes and then Push to Saved View: This will save the changes in 
the active view attributes back to the source saved view. 

 

Create Additional 3D Detail Drawing Seeds 

Creation of additional drawing seeds is the same as the views created for Plan. The 
differences are only in the callout used and the view and direction you pick in the 3D 
Composition Model. Section Callouts are placed top to bottom in the Front view and 
Elevations are placed from bottom, with direction vector up and in the Front view. 

The following drawing seeds should be created: 
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VIEW NAME CALLOUT USED DISCIPLINE PURPOSE 

SectionView Section Callout MECHANICAL SECTION VIEW 

SectionView_SheetOnly Section Callout MECHANICAL SECTION VIEW 

ElevationView Elevation Callout MECHANICAL ELEVATION 

VIEW 

ElevationView_SheetOnly Elevation Callout MECHANICAL ELEVATION 

VIEW 

 

Other view can be created for other types of details. 

Creating Custom Detailing Symbol Styles 
UNDER CONSTRUCTION 

Detailing symbol styles, stored in a configured MicroStation Design Library 
(DGNLib), allow an administrator to define standards for detailing symbols via 
symbology settings and placeholder fields. The benefit of using styles delivered 
through a DGNLib is that when you change a setting in the parent style (the 
DGNLib), the change can be propagated to all detailing symbols in a DGN using that 
style through the Key-in: DGNLIB UPDATE DETAILINGSYMBOLSTYLES 

In addition to symbology properties, you can also control the cells (used as bubbles) 
in the callouts. For example, you can define what cells are to be used in drawing 
titles for the Title cell and Main Terminator cell. These cells contain placeholder 
fields that are evaluated when the appropriate link is added to the detailing symbol. 
You can override this list of cells by providing your own custom cells. 

The most efficient way of creating a detailing symbol style is to copy and modify an 
existing one. Detailing symbols are made up of many components, some of which 
are required, and many are customizable. 

The following table lists the components that require validation and that can have 
customized validations: 
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NOTE: You can customize the validation rules using the configuration variable 
MS_DETAILINGSYMBOLSTYLE_REQUIREDSETTINGS. The syntax for the 
configuration variable is: 

MS_DETAILINGSYMBOLSTYLE_REQUIREDSETTINGS Callout name1(component 
1,component 2),Callout name2(component1,component 2) 

For example: 

MS_DETAILINGSYMBOLSTYLE_REQUIREDSETTINGS 

SectionCallout(MainTerminator,MainWing,TailWing),DrawingTitle(Main 
Terminator) 

In this case, for section callout, the Main Terminator, Main Wing and Tail Wing will 
be validated along with the required Leader component. Whereas, for drawing 
boundary, the Main Terminator will be validated along with required Title 
component. 
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Creating a Custom Detailing Symbol Style 
First you need to create a new Detail Symbol Style that will contain the various 
custom callout symbols. This is similar to a Text Style – defined to hold the 
properties of a particular text you need to use in your drawings. 

1. Launch OpenPlant Modeler and load the DetailingSymbolStyles.dgnlib file 

located in the WorkSet’s ...Standards\OpenPlant\Modeler\Dgnlibs folder. 

2. While in the Drawing workflow, select the Annotate Ribbon Tab, and pick 

Detailing Symbol Styles from the Detailing Ribbon Group. 

 

 
 

3. You will create one distinct Detailing Symbol Style. This will de defined in 

detail a bit later. From the Detailing Symbol Styles dialog, pick New, name the 

new style Plant_Style_Plans. From the Detailing Symbol Styles dialog pick 

Save. 

4. Next, with Plant_Style_Plans selected, set the Annotation Display under 

Drawing Boundary from Visible to Hidden: 
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This setting will allow the Drawing Title Bubble to NOT be displayed. 

 

5. Next, from the Drawing Workflow on the Home ribbon tab, in the Primary 

ribbon group, pick Models. Here, select the DrawingTitleBubble. Right-click 

and pick Copy. 

 

 
 

6. From the Copy Model dialog, name the model: Plan_DrawingTitleBubble. 

Pick OK. 

7. Repeat the same steps to copy the TitleText to TitleText_PlanView. 

Select TitleText, right-click, and pick Copy. From the Copy Model, name the 

model: TitleText_PlanView. 

Pick OK, when complete 

8. From the Models dialog, make TitleText_PlanView the active model.  
 

Currently, the Cell that is used as the Title Text has two text fields, set to 
display the model Name and the Detail Scale. These text fields 
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will update to reflect the current name and detail scale. Delete the Detail 
Scale text, it will not be used. 

 

 
 

9. Next, edit the text Name (either Edit Text or by double-clicking on the text 
Name using Element Selection) and set the following: 

 Change the Text Style to OPM_OrthoView_Label 

 Change the Justification to Middle Center 

Data point in the view to apply the changed to the text. 

 

Now that you have made a change to the text elements in the callouts, you 
will now look at the modifications made to the Section Marker cell. This 
should clarify the process of creating a custom cell. This was changed from 
the default bubble/arrow to a closed arrow. 

10. While in the Drawing workflow, select the Annotate Ribbon Tab, and pick 

Detailing Symbol Styles from the Detailing Ribbon Group. 
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11. From the Detailing Symbol Styles dialog, pick Plant_Style_Sections.  

12. In the Properties panel, expand the Section Callout category. 

 

Expand the Tail Wing, Main Wing, and Leader.  

 

13. Note the Cell name called in both the Tail Wing and Main wing. They are both 

using the same cell, Plant_SectionLineWing. 
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14. The Leader Style and Weight are set as required.  

 

The Leader is what defines the connecting line between the Tail Wing and 

Main Wing Cell. 

 

 
15. From the Models dialog, make Plant_SectionLineWing the active model. 
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Note the images below – with and without the ACS Triad on and off. This is 

important when creating the new cells. Make sure the handle point of the 

cell, is located on the ACS triad (0,0). 

 

 
 

16. Note the NAME placeholder is the View Name assigned when you create the 

dynamic section view. Example “A” 

17. The last step is to assign the newly created text and cell elements to your 

Detailing Symbol Styles. This is accomplished by select the Style, then the 

respective category and last selecting the text element or cell to be used. 

 


